
          Adventure before Dementia

The scribbles of an aged couple who are enjoying the 
                        best times of their life. 

      News letter no 60
      Update  31/05/2016 St Wolfgang
Back to one of our favourite lakes Wolfgang see near Salzburg, but 
staying on a different site on the east end of the lake. We arrived just 
before a public holiday (corpus christi) which is on a Thursday, so every 
one books the Friday off and makes a long week end of it. There was 
pitches along the lakeside but they got busy.



So we took ourselves off to the back of the site and found a large quiet 
pitch, well fenced in for a bank holiday.

                                                                                            
Wolfgang see has 3 towns on it's shores  St Gilgen



   St Wolfgang

And behind these very creative seats is Strobl.



We went up the Schafberg by the train last time we were here but they 
have put one of the axles off a train on display so you can see the double
cog which helps to make it smoother (but not much)

The scooter gets us about and once again up to a little lake where we 
had a great view for our lunch.



The lake had plenty of fish in it mostly trout and their fry, and quite a 
lot of pike waiting for the fry to swim by.

Top tip we use webbing straps to hold the awning down in windy 
weather, but they have a tendency to flap and chatter, a truck driver 
once came up to me and told me to put some twists in it, that’s stops 
any flapping.



Another day trip on the scooter was to Bad Ischi a small riverside 
market town with a very impressive municipal building.

Murphy’s law. How does the gas bottle always run out while you 
are making the first cup of tea in a morning and it is raining.

             
Wendy was given this English bottle of sparkling wine for her birthday. 
We could highly recommend it as a present to a French friend. It is as 
good as Champagne


